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Born & Bred
A full-flavoured session pale ale with enticing light amber looks, a 
delightful floral aroma, delivering a tropical fruity, hoppy flavour.

Pale
Ale
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Style abV case individual

Almost forty years ago, Wood’s 
Brewery was founded in the South 
Shropshire village of Wistanstow 
by beer-loving Anthony Wood, his 
brother Edward (the present MD) 
and their father Basil. 

They were early players in the real 
ale revolution that revived the 
flagging fortunes of traditionally 
brewed beers as they faced the 
tidal wave of gas-pumped keg 
beers appearing in pubs 
nationwide.

Four decades later the brewery still 
operates on the same spot, but has 
expanded to produce the wide 
range of Woods beers that are 
available in pubs and shops across 
Shropshire and neighbouring 
counties.

Shropshire Lad
First brewed in 1996 to celebrate the centenary of the first publication of a 
Shropshire Lad by A. E. Housman, this 4.5% premium bitter was an instant 
hit. Well rounded malty flavour,  sweetish overtones followed by a subtle 
bitterness and fruity notes from the infusion of traditional hops from the 
neighbouring hop fields of Herefordshire and Worcestershire.

Shropshire Lass
First brewed in 2007 this popular 4.0% Blonde Ale is rapidly gaining 
rave reviews from beer aficionados far and wide. 

This gorgeous blonde ale is overlaid with a lovely  citrus aroma, a crisp 
flavour with hints of grapefruit.
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Style abV case individual

India
Pale
Ale

Stout 4.5%

Take 5
A thoroughly modern golden IPA, with a punchy bitterness and citrus 
flavours from its combination of five British and American hops.

Ebony
This stout is filled with deep hop aromas with roast coffee notes and 
sumptuous dark chocolate flavours.
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